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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Thermal Math Modeling as a Cognitive Process
A brief introduction to the rudimentary techniques of thermal modeling coupled with a simple understanding
of the various basic heat transfer mechanisms are the prerequisites for a beginning thermal math modeler.
Properly applied, the body of concepts, principles and techniques applicable to thermal math modeling
constitutes a valid engineering tool which can be applied to the solution of real engineering problems. A good
lumped parameter representation of a thermal system requires, in addition to the basic principles and
techniques, an elusive mixture of experience (with real systems, both physical and model) and Engineering
Judgment to transfer the end product into an accurate, versatile and cost effective thermal math model.
Generally, the problems encountered in developing a thermal math model reduce to an overall object of
achieving the greatest accuracy for the least cost. Cost "actors are rather well defined, and fall into two
classes: (1) the cost of developing the model, and (2) the cost of using the model. Development costs can be
based almost solely on the actual engineering manpower required to do the job within the constraints of time
and budget. However, the potential costs involved in using a model are often not as obvious nor as linear. For
example, most thermal math models will be analyzed on a computer which is highly prioritized. In such an
environment, a relatively small increase in required processor time, perhaps from 5 minutes to 15 minutes,
often results in a reduced job priority and a corresponding slowdown in turnaround time, perhaps from one
day to one week.
The problem of achieving accuracy in a math model, while subject to cost constraints, varies greatly from one
thermal math model to another. General accuracy requirements may be as straight forward as "temperature
accuracy shall be compatible with thermocouple A/D converter quantization error," or "... thermostat
hysteresis." On the other hand, accuracy levels might be indirectly indicated by requiring that a model must
"be sufficiently detailed to permit meaningful parametric analyses with respect to insulation thickness
variations in increments of 1/4 inch." Clearly, there is going to be a great deal of Engineering Judgment
involved in developing a model that is "sufficiently detailed" to be "meaningful."
Succeeding sections of this report will present many of the basic principles and techniques involved in
thermal math modeling. Experience, of course, can only be acquired from hands-on familiarity with real
thermal systems and participation in the modeling and analysis thereof. Engineering Judgment can probably
be described more accurately as the result of abstracting from the body of unique familiar information, a
general understanding which can be extended to guide the investigation and comprehension of new and
unfamiliar areas. As such, Engineering Judgment cannot be presented in a table, or a figure, or even an entire
book. However, it is possible to present a collection and discussion of examples of thermal math modeling
which will serve, not as a source of practical experience, but as a body of unique and familiar information
from which the reader may abstract as much Engineering Judgment as he is able. Such a collection is included
in the latter half of this report.

2. THERMAL MATHEMATICAL MODELING
2.1 Network Solution
Two systems are said to be analogous when they both have similar equations and boundary conditions; and
the equations describing the behavior of one system can be transformed into the equations for the other by
simply changing symbols of the variables. Thermal and electrical systems are two such analogous systems as
shown in table 2-1.
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Quantity

Thermal System

Electrical System

T

E
I

Potential
Flow
Resistance
Conductance
Capacitance
Ohm’s Law

.

Q
R
G
C
.

Q = GT

R
1/R
C
I = E/R

Table 2-1 Thermal-Electrical System Analogy
The analogy between thermal and electrical systems allows the engineer to utilize the widely known basic
laws such as Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Laws used for balancing networks. Numerical techniques used to
solve the partial differential equations describing such systems have been conveniently adapted to computer
solutions, thus enabling the engineer to readily compute temperature distributions and gradients of complex
physical thermal networks.
Thermal analyzer computer programs have been developed which require the user to define a thermal
network of the system analogous to an electrical circuit. The network components are input into the computer
and pre-programmed routines perform the transient or steady state solutions.
This section discusses the development of a thermal network and the numerical techniques
for solving this network.
2.2 Modeling Elements
2.2.1 Nodes
2.2.1.1 Concepts
In order to develop a thermal network and apply numerical techniques to its solution, it is necessary to
subdivide the thermal system into a number of finite subvolumes called nodes. The thermal properties of each
node are considered to be concentrated at the central nodal point of each subvolume. Each node represents
two thermal network elements, a temperature (potential) and a capacitance (thermal mass) as shown in Figure
2.1.

Figure 2-1 Nodalization
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The temperature, T, assigned to a node represents the average mass temperature of the subvolume. The
capacitance, C, assigned to a node is computed from the thermophysical properties of the subvolume material
evaluated at the temperature of the node and is assumed to be concentrated at the nodal center of the
subvolume. Because a node represents a lumping of parameters to a single point in space, through the
subvolume implied by the nodal temperature is linear as shown in Figure 2.2c and not a step function as
illustrated in Figure 2.2b.

Figure 2-2 Temperature Distributions
In a homogeneous material, the temperature at a point other than the nodal point may be approximated by
interpolation between adjacent nodal points where the temperatures are known.
The error introduced by dividing a system into finite size nodes rather than volumes dx3 where dx approaches
zero is dependent on numerous considerations: Material thermal properties, boundary conditions, node size,
node center placement, and time increment of transient calculations. The techniques for proper nodalization
to minimize the error will be discussed in a later section.
2.2.1.2 Node Types
To this point only nodes which represent subvolumes with a finite thermal mass (capacitance) have been
discussed. In many instances, two other types of nodes are required to define a thermal network. They are
nodes having a zero capacitance or an infinite capacitance. Thermal analyzers such as SINDA [and TAK]
usually give the three types of nodes particular names as follows:
Node Type
Finite Capacitance
Zero Capacitance
Infinite Capacitance

Name
Diffusion
Arithmetic
Boundary

The diffusion node has a finite capacitance and is used to represent normal material nodalization. It is
characterized by a gain or loss of potential energy which depends on the capacitance value, the net heat flow
into the node, and the time over which the heat is flowing. Mathematically, a diffusion node is defined by the
expression:

∑ Q! −

C∆T
=0
t

The arithmetic node (zero capacitance) is a physically unreal quantity, however, its effective use with
numerical solutions can often be helpful in interpreting results in such applications as surface temperatures,
bondline temperatures, and node coupling temperatures. It also finds use in representing thermal system
elements which have small capacitance values in comparison to the large majority of the other nodes in the
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system which results in computer run time reduction with minor changes in overall accuracy. Examples of
these could be small components such as bolts, films, or fillets; gaseous contents of small ducts or tubes; and
low mass insulations. Arithmetic nodes should be few in number when contrasted to the total number of nodes
in the network. The temperature of an arithmetic node responds instantaneously to its surroundings.
Mathematically, an arithmetic node is defined by the expression:

∑ Q! = 0
The boundary node (infinite capacitance) is used to represent constant temperature sources within a thermal
network. Common uses are: deep space sink temperature, recovery temperature, lunar surface temperature. In
addition, a boundary node may be used to represent thermal system components such as the bulk propellant in
a large tank which has a very large thermal mass (capacitance). Mathematically a boundary node is defined
as:

T = Constant
2.2.1.3 Method of Nodalization
The placement of diffusion node centers and the choice of node shapes is dependent on several factors: (1)
the points where temperatures are desired, (2) the expected temperature distribution, (3) physical
reasonableness, and (4) the ease of computation. The actual site of the node is dependent on other
considerations: (1) accuracy desired, (2) structural design, (3) computer storage capabilities, and (4) computer
time required. Each factor, however, embodies other considerations. For example, to anticipate the expected
temperature distribution one must draw heavily an Engineering Judgment as to the effects of the expected
boundary conditions and associated material properties.
In general, the shape of a diffusion node is chosen to be a simple geometric figure whose areas and volume
can be easily calculated. Irregularly shaped structural members may be approximated by simple shapes by
employing assumptions that are consistent with the desired results. Node centers are assumed to be located at
the mass centroids of the nodes. In some cases, nodal divisions are decided first, with the node center
locations being thusly defined as a consequence. In these cases, nodal boundaries will usually lie along
structural boundaries, and structural members will be divided in a symmetric and equal fashion. In other
cases, output requirements will dictate the locations of node centers, with the nodal boundaries assigned as a
consequence. These two approaches are illustrated in Figure 2-3. In the first case, Figure 2-3(a) it is desired to
prepare a general model of the structure, but in the second case, Figure 2-3(b) it is desired to model the
response of the two thermocouples located on the bond line between the two members.

Figure 2-3 Alternate Nodalization Methods
The above example alludes to a general desirability for rectangularly shaped nodes. This is true for the simple
reason that it is easy to compute the areas and volumes required for the input calculations. Such simple nodal
shapes are in keeping with current engineering practice. By contrast, Dusinberre (reference 1) suggested that
nodalization be performed in such a manner that the paths of heat flow assumed a triangular pattern, as shown
in Figure 2-4(a). The only drawback to this theoretically sound approach is that it remains for the engineer to
compute the volumes of the irregular polygonal nodes which are the consequence of such a tact, as shown in
Figure 2-4(b).
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Figure 2-4 Polygonal Nodalization vs Rectangular Nodalization
Note how much simpler is the rectangular nodalization approach indicated in Figure 2-4(c). As might be
expected, to achieve the same simplicity of calculation, circular structures are nodalized in pie-shaped
wedges, annular rings, or a combination of the two, as shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5 Nodalization of Circular Elements
Boundary nodes are used to define points, lines, or surfaces of constant temperature in one, two, or three
dimensional models, respectively. The physical location of a boundary node is determined solely by the
conduction paths connected to it. A single boundary node may be used to model all boundaries which are at
the same temperature. This point is illustrated in Figure 2-6 which shows that the indicated boundary node
will suffice as a model of the entire, constant temperature edge of the structure (in this case, at 100 °F).

Figure 2-6 Sample Boundary Node
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Arithmetic nodes have a number of uses which are consequences of the fact that such nodes serve as an
engineering model of the proverbial "wafer of thickness dx, where dx approaches zero". A typical application
lies in the modeling of exterior surfaces of reentry vehicles which are often subjected to severe, rapidly
changing, boundary conditions. In the physical system, the surface temperature remains very close to
radiation equilibrium with the surface heating rate ,indicating that this system can be accurately simulated by
the use of a surface arithmetic node. This application is illustrated in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 Use of Arithmetic Nodes to Model Surfaces
The case where heat flows from a surface by conduction is usually one in which two structures are bonded
together and a bondline temperature is sought. When the structures are homogeneous, a bondline temperature
may be established by simple linear interpolation between the nearest node centers. When the materials are
dissimilar, it is more appropriate to use an arithmetic node at the bondline, leaving to the computer the
process of performing a conductance weighted average of the adjoining diffusion node temperature which, in
essence, is the result of finding the steady state (heat in = heat out) temperature for an arithmetic node.
Arithmetic nodes may also be used advantageously in place of diffusion nodes which have a capacitance that
is small when compared to the great majority of nodes in the system. This often occurs when modeling a
small quantity of gas in a tube or other enclosure, or when modeling small structural parts, such as wires,
bolts, fillets, films, and sheets, where detailed temperatures are desired (which precludes lumping such items
along with larger nearby nodes). The correct use of arithmetic nodes in these cases generally results in a
considerable saving of computer time when the model is processed.
2.2.1.4 Computational Methods - Nodes
In developing a thermal network, computations with respect to nodes are generally limited to calculating the
capacitance of diffusion nodes. The following formula is used:

C = ρ·V·CP
where:
C
ρ
V
CP

thermal capacitance - BTU/ °F
density - LB/FT3
volume - FT3
specific heat - BTU/LB-°F

The specific heat (CP) and the density (ρ) of materials may vary with temperature. The necessity to utilize
temperature dependent properties for an analysis depends on the degree with which the properties vary and
the temperature range over which the capacitance of the material will be calculated. Most thermal analyzers
can accommodate temperature varying thermal properties.
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The use of arithmetic nodes may also require some computations. Replacement of small capacitance diffusion
nodes with an arithmetic node must be preceded by computations to verify that the capacitance-conductor
effects are such that the node in question will essentially reach steady state temperatures during the time step
required by the larger nodes. The use of an arithmetic node to predict surface temperatures where surface
radiation or very high heating rates are involved requires careful analysis to insure the stability of the
arithmetic node. Stability criteria and solution techniques are discussed in section 2.3. From this section, it
can be seen that solution techniques using linearized "last pass" temperature values may require the use of
analyzer control constants to restrict the maximum node temperature change or computation time step. The
engineer must further be cautioned against using coupled arithmetic nodes without a complete understanding
of the implications and required analyzer control constants used to insure a valid solution.
2.2.2 Conductors
2.2.2.1 Concepts
Conductors are the thermal math modeling network elements which are used to represent the heat flow paths
through which energy is transferred from one node to another node. Figure 2-8 illustrates the element node
temperatures (T), capacitances (C) and conductors (G) which comprise a thermal network.
T

G

T

C

C

Figure 2-8 Thermal Network Elements
2.2.2.2 Types of Conductors
The three processes by which heat flows from a region of higher temperature to a region of lower temperature
are conduction, convection, and radiation. Conduction is the process by which heat flows within a medium or
between different mediums in direct physical contact. The energy is transmitted by molecular communication.
Figure 2-9 illustrates conduction conductors.

Figure 2-9 Conduction Conductor
Convection is the process of energy transport by combined action of heat conduction, energy storage, and
mixing motion. Heat will flow by conduction from a surface to adjacent particles of fluid; then the fluid
particles will
move to a region of lower temperature where they will mix with, and transfer a part of their energy to, other
fluid particles. The energy is actually stored in the fluid particles and is carried as a result of their mass
motion. Figure 2-10 illustrates the convection conductor.
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Figure 2-10 Convection Conductor
Conductors which represent conduction or convection paths are referred to as linear conductors because the
heat flow rate is a function of the temperature difference between nodal temperatures to the first power.

! = G(Ti − Tj)
Q
Radiation is the process by which heat flows between two bodies when the bodies are separated in space.
Energy is transferred through electromagnetic wave phenomena. Radiation conductors are termed non-linear
because the heat flow between two surfaces by radiation is a function of the difference of the fourth powers of
the surface temperatures.

! = G(Ti 4 − Tj4 )
Q
Figure 2-11 illustrates the radiation conductor.

Figure 2-11 Radiation Conductor
Fluid flow thermal systems may also be simulated by thermal modeling. Energy stored in the thermal mass
(capacitance) of a fluid lump (node) is transferred from one point to another by the movement of the fluid
mass. This type of conductor is generally referred to as a mass flow conductor and is illustrated in Figure 212. The mass flow conductor is also linear.

! = G(Ti − Tj)
Q
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Figure 2-12 Mass Flow Conductors
2.2.2.3 Computational Methods - Conduction Conductors
Conduction conductors are computed from the equation:

G=

kA
L

where:
G
k
A
L

thermal conductance - BTU/HR-ºF
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-ºF
cross sectional area through which heat flows - FT2
length between adjoining nodes - FT

The thermal conductivity (k) of materials may vary with temperature or other influencing factors within the
system; the cross-sectional area through which the heat flows (A) and length between node centers (L) are
determined by the site and shape of the adjoining nodes. As with the capacitance calculations, the necessity to
use temperature dependent properties depends on the degree with which the conductivity changes over the
temperature range expected during the analysis.

2.2.2.3.1 Rectangular Nodes
The length, L, of the heat flow path, used for conduction conductance calculations for rectangular nodes is the
distance between node centers, and the area, A, to be used is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the line
joining the node centers. The convention is depicted in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13 Simple Conductor Representing a Heat Flow Path through Material

2.2.2.3.2 Circular Sections
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For conductors between nodes which are circular sections, the conventions shown in Figure 2-14 should be
used:

A
=
L

Θd
r
ln O
 ri





where:
Θ
d
rO
ri

radians
FT
consistent units with r i
consistent units with r O

Figure 2-14 Area and Length Equivalents for
Circular Section Nodes

2.2.2.3.3 Parallel Conductors
Two or more parallel conduction paths between nodes may be summed to create one conductor value by the
following equation:

GT = G1 + G2 + ··· GN
This may be helpful in computing an equivalent conductor between two nodes as illustrated in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2-15 Parallel Conductor Flow Paths

2.2.2.3.4 Series Conductors
Two or more series conduction paths between nodes may be combined to create one conductor value by the
following equation:

1
1
1
=
+
+...
G T G1 G 2

GT =

1
1
1
1
+
+...
G1 G 2
GN

This may be helpful in computing the conductors between two dissimilar shaped or dissimilar material nodes
as shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2-16 Series Conductor Paths
2.2.2.4 Computational Methods - Convection Conductors
Convection Conductors computed from the expression:

H=hA
where:
G
h
A

thermal conductance - BTU/HR- ° F
convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-° F
surface area in contact with the fluid - FT2

G is the product of the average unit thermal convective conductance h (convective heat transfer or film
coefficient) and the nodal surface area A in contact with the fluid. However, h is a complicated function of
fluid flow, the thermal properties of the fluid medium, and the geometry of the system.
Since the convective process of heat transfer is so closely linked to fluid motion, it is first required to
establish whether the fluid flow is laminar or turbulent. In laminar flow the fluid moves in layers and the fluid
particles follow a smooth and continuous path. Heat is transferred only by molecular conduction within the
fluid as well as at the interface between the fluid and the surface. In turbulent flow the path of the fluid
particles is irregular, and although the general trend of the motion is in one direction, eddies or mixing
currents exist. In addition to the conduction mechanism being modified, increased heat transfer occurs in
turbulent flow when energy is carried by fluid particles across flow streamlines and mixes with other particles
of the fluid.
In addition to knowing whether the fluid motion is laminar or turbulent, it is necessary to know the process by
which the motion was induced. When the heat flows between the fluid and the surface as a result of fluid
motion caused by differences in fluid density resulting from temperature gradients in the fluid, the heat
transfer mechanism is called free or natural convection. When the motion is caused by some external agency,
such as a pump or blower, the heat transfer mechanism is called forced convention.
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The following table illustrates typical values of average heat transfer coefficients encountered in engineering
practice.
ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE Of CONVECTION COEFFICIENT Hc
CONVECTION MEDIUM

BTU/hr-FT2-F

Watts/cm2-C

Air, free convection

0.75

2

.00042

0.0011

Air, forced convection

5

50

0.0028

0.0284

Water, forced convection

50

2000

0.0284

1.1345

Water, boiling

500

10000

0.2837

5.6744

Steam, condensing

1000

20000

0.5674

11.349

Table 2-2 Order of Magnitude of Convective heat Transfer Coefficients
Equations for the computation of convective heat transfer coefficients will be divided into three categories:
• natural convection
• forced convection in tubes or ducts
• forced convection over exterior surfaces
The equations presented for the calculation of convective film coefficients are the most generally used
expressions. Others are available and are applicable for many specific thermal problems or analyses. It should
be remembered that the predicted values for h are only approximate. The accuracy of the heat-transfer
coefficient calculated from any available equation or graph may be no better than 30 percent.

2.2.2.4.1 Combined Natural and Forced Convection
In cases where both natural and forced convection are combined, it is left to the engineer to decide which heat
transfer phenomena is significant and utilize the proper equations to compute the effective film coefficient
(h). The following determinations should be helpful:
1) Calculate the Grashof number (Gr)

Gr =

ρ 2 gβ(T − T∞ ) L3
µ2

where:
Gr
g
ß
T
T∞
L
µ

Grashof number - dimensionless
gravity constant - 4.17x108 FT/HR2
coefficient of volumetric expansion @ film temp - 1/ºR
temperature of the body surface - ºF
temperature of the surrounding medium - ºF
length of the flow path - FT
fluid viscosity - LB/HR-FT

2) Calculate the Reynolds number (Re)

Re =

U ρL
µ

where:
Re

Reynolds number - dimensionless
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U
ρ
L
µ

fluid velocity - FT/HR
fluid density - LB/FT3
length of flow path - FT
fluid viscosity - LB/HR-FT

3) If Gr < 0.225 Re2

the effect of natural convection on the
average heat transfer coefficient for
pure forced convection is less than 5%

4) If Gr > 10.0 Re2

forced convection has negligible effect
on natural convection

5) In the region where both free and forced convection effects are of the same order of magnitude, heat
transfer is increased by buoyancy effects acting in the direction of flow and decreased when acting in the
opposite direction.
6) In cases where it is doubtful whether forced or free convection flow applies, the heat transfer coefficient is
generally calculated by using forced and free convection relations separately and the larger one is used. The
accuracy of this rule of thumb is estimated to be about 25%.

2.2.2.4.2 Natural Convection Equations
Natural convection occurs when fluid is set in motion as a result of density differences due to temperature
variations in the fluid. A great deal of material has been published on heat transfer coefficients, resulting in
many techniques with a wide variety of results, leaving the "occasional user" of the information easily
confused. Presented herein is a wide variety of applications condensed into a small number of groups. The
initial data was obtained from the Oil and Gas Journal. Equations used are the ones which appear to have the
widest acceptance for the particular set of conditions involved.
Correlations of natural convection heat transfer usually take the form:

h = K (Gr Pr)n
where:
h
K
Pr
Gr
n

heat transfer coefficient
an empirical constant
Prandtl number
Grashof number
an empirical exponent

To apply the above equations to an actual problem solution, the following steps should be performed:
1) Calculate the product of the Prandtl and Grashof numbers

Gr Pr =

ρ 2βCpg∆TL3
µk

where:
k
ρ
β
g
Cp
µ

thermal conductivity @ film temperature - BTU/ HR-°F-FT
density @ film temperature - LB/FT3
coefficient of volumetric expansion @ film temperature - 1/°R
gravity constant - 4.17x108 FT/HR2
specific heat @ film temperature - BTU/LB-°F
viscosity @ film temperature - LB/FT-HR
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L
∆T

height or length of surface - FT
temperature difference between the wall and fluid - °F
Film temperature = (Twall + Tfluid)/2

2) If 103 < Gr Pr < 109 assume flow is laminar and go to Step 3.
If Gr Pr > 109 assume flow is turbulent and go to Step 4.
3) Laminar Flow

h = C1

1
k
(Gr Pr) 4
L

h
k
L
Gr Pr
C1

heat transfer coefficient - BTU/FT2-HR-°F
thermal conductivity at film temperature - BTU/FT-HR-°F
height or length of surface - FT
Product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers from above - dimensionless
is dependent on the geometry of the system and can be determined from Figure
2-17

where:

Film temperature = (Twall + Tfluid)/2
4) Turbulent Flow

H = C1

1
k
(Gr Pr) 3
L

where:
h
k
L
Gr Pr
C1

heat transfer coefficient - BTU/FT2-HR-°F
thermal conductivity at film temperature - BTU/FT-HR-°F
height or length of surface - FT
Product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers from above - dimensionless
is dependent on the geometry of the system and can be determined from Figure
2-18
Film temperature = (Twall + Tfluid)/2 °F
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LAMINAR FLOW

Figure 2-17 Empirical Constants for Natural Convection - Laminar Flow
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TURBULENT FLOW

Figure 2-18 Empirical Constants for Natural Convection - Turbulent Flow
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2.2.2.4.3 Forced Convection In Tubes and Ducts
To apply the empirical relationships for forced convection heat
transfer coefficients in tubes and ducts, the following steps should be
performed. Comments on thermophysical property determination and
entrance effects are included at the end of the section.
1) Calculate the hydraulic diameter, DH, which is defined as:

DH = 4

flow cross - sectional area
wetted perimeter

The hydraulic diameter for some common shaped tubes or ducts is:
Round:
DH = D, where D is the diameter of the tube
Square:
DH = L, where L is the length of a side
Rectangle:
DH = (2a+b)/(a+b), where a and b are the lengths of the sides
2
, where a and b are major and minor axes
Elliptical:
DH = ab 2
a + b2
Annular:
DH = Do - Di, where Do is the outer tube diameter Di is the inner tube
diameter
2) Compute the Reynolds number, Re, from the following equation:

Re =

UD H ρ
µ

where:
DH
hydraulic diameter, defined above - FT
U
velocity - FT/HR
ρ
density - LB/FT3
µ viscosity - LB/FT-HR
µ
3) If Re < 2100 the flow can be considered laminar, go to step 4
If Re > 10,000 the flow can be considered turbulent, go to step 5
If 2100 < Re > 10,000 the flow can be considered transitional, go to step 6
4) Laminar Flow


1 
h = 186
. k  Re Pr 2 
D H L


1

3

k
h = 186
.
DH

DH 

 Re Pr


L 

Corrected

As Originally Published
h = 3.66(k/D) is a minimum for laminar flow in long tubes.
for very short tubes:

 l


<.005 Re :
 DH
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1

3







Re Pr k 
1

h=
ln
4L
 


2.654

1 − 
.5
  Pr .167 (Re Pr D H / L)  


where:
h
Re
DH
L
D
Pr
ρ
k
µ

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/FT2-HR-°F
Reynolds number from step 2 - dimensionless
hydraulic diameter - from step 1 - FT
tube or duct length - FT
tube or duct diameter - FT
C µ
Prandtl number = P - dimensionless
k
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/FT-HR-°F
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

5) Turbulent Flow

h = 0.023

k
Re 0.8 Pr 0.33
DH

Additional Notes:
If TWALL < TGAS Then the exponent is 0.33
If TWALL > TGAS Then the exponent is 0.40

where:
h
k
DH
Re
Pr
Cp
µ

heat transfer coefficient - BTU/FT2-HR-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/FT-HR-°F
hydraulic diameter - from step 1 - FT
Reynolds number - from step 2 - dimensionless
Prandtl number - dimensionless
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

6) Transition Flow

 µb 
h = C1CpUρ Pr  
 µS 
1

0.14

h = C1CpUρ Pr

3

As Originally Published

Pr
µ

3

Corrected

where:

h
Cp
U
ρ

−2

heat transfer coefficient - BTU/FT2-HR-°F
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
velocity - FT/HR
density - LB/FT3
C µ
Prandtl number = P - dimensionless
k
viscosity evaluated at the average film - LB/FT-HR
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 µb 
 
 µS 

0.14

µB
µS
k
C1

viscosity evaluated at the bulk fluid temperature - LB/FT-HR
viscosity evaluated at the surface temperature - LB/FT-HR
thermal conductivity - BTU/FT-HR-°F
a function of Re and can be determined from Figure 2-19

FORCED CONVECTION TRANSITION FLOW IN TUBES AND DUCTS

Figure 2-19 Empirical Constant for Forced Convection Transition Flow in Tubes and Ducts
Thermophysical Properties
Because the film coefficient (h) is a function of the thermophysical properties of the fluid, it is important to
account for any significant variation in the properties as a result of the temperature of the fluid. For liquids,
generally only the temperature dependence of the viscosity (µ) is of major importance. For gases, the other
properties density (ρ), conductivity (k) and specific heat (Cp) usually vary significantly. It is recommended
that all of the properties except Cp be evaluated at the average film temperature of the fluid TF defined as:

TF = 0.5 (TS + TB) where TS = surface temperature and TB = fluid bulk temperature
Cp should be evaluated at the fluid bulk temperature.
All of the above equations, with the exception of the one for computing h for laminar flow in very short tubes,
ignore entrance effects on the film coefficient. The importance of entrance effects depends on the fluid flow
condition and the length (L)/hydraulic diameter (DH) of the tube or duct. Entrance effects are appreciable
where:

For laminar flow

L
< 50
DH
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L
< 10
DH

For turbulent flow

In general, entrance effects increase the effective film coefficient. The local heat transfer coefficient (hX)
divided by the free stream heat transfer coefficient ( h ∞ ) approaches 1 as L/D increases. If the detail of an
analysis requires the consideration of entrance effects on the convection coefficient, literary research may be
helpful in finding an equation approximating the effect. An example of entrance effect correction is as
follows: consider turbulent flow in short circular tubes where(2 < L/D < 60), the effective film coefficient can
be approximated by:

 D
h E = h + h 
 L

0.7

where 2 < L/D < 20

 6D 
h E = h + h 
 L

where 20 < L/D < 60

where:
hE
h
D
L

effective film coefficient corrected for entrance effects - same units as h
turbulent film coefficient calculated from step 5
tube diameter - units consistent with L
tube length - units consistent with D

2.2.2.4.4 Forced Convection Over Flat Plates
Empirical relationships for forced convection over the exterior surface of a flat plate are given for both the
entire length (L) of the plate and at any intermediate length (x). Equations for both locations are given in stepwise fashion:
1) Calculate the Reynolds number Re

Re X =

U ∞ ρx
µ

Re L =

U ∞ ρL
µ

U∞

free stream velocity - FT/HR

ρ
µ
x
L

fluid density - LB/FT3
fluid viscosity - LB/FT-HR
intermediate plate length - FT
total plate length - FT

where:

2)

If Re < 5x105 flow is laminar, go to step 3
If Re > 5x105 flow is turbulent, go to step 4

3) Laminar heat transfer coefficient (h)

Evaluated at x,

h =.332

1
1
k
Re X 2 Pr 3
x
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Average value for plate with length L,

h =.664

1
1
k
Re L 2 Pr 3
L

where:
h
k
x
L
Re
Pr
µ

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
intermediate plate length - FT
total plate length - FT
Reynolds number from step 1 - dimensionless
C µ
Prandtl number = P
dimensionless
k
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

4) Turbulent heat transfer coefficient (h)

Evaluated at x,

1
k
h = 0.0288 Re X 0.8 Pr 3
x

1
k
0.8
Average value for plate with length L, h = 0.036 Re L Pr 3
L

where:
h
k
x
L
Re
Pr
µ

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
intermediate plate length - FT
total plate length - FT
Reynolds number from step 1 - dimensionless
C µ
Prandtl number = P
dimensionless
k
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

2.2.2.4.5 Forced Convection Over Cylinders
Empirical relationships for flow over cylinders are given for the stagnation point, forward portion of the
cylinder, and for laminar flow over the total cylinder.

Figure 2-20 Flow Over Cylinders
Stagnation Point
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h = C1

k
Dρ
U∞
D
µ

h
k
U∞
D
ρ
µ
C1

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
free stream velocity - FT/HR
cylinder diameter - FT
fluid density - LB/FT3
viscosity - LB/FT-HR
is a function of Prandtl number and can be approximated from Figure2-21

where:

Figure 2-21 Empirical Constant for Cylinder Stagnation Point
Forward portion of cylinder where (O°< θ < 80°) (see Figure 2-20)

k  U ∞ Dρ 
h = 114
.


D µ 

0.5

  θ  3
Pr 1 −   
  90  
.4

where:
h
k
D
U∞
ρ
µ
Pr
Cp

θ

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
cylinder diameter - FT
free stream velocity - FT/HR
fluid density - LB/FT3
viscosity - LB/FT-HR
C µ
Prandtl number = P
dimensionless
k
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
angle measured from the stagnation point - degrees
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n

for a gas

k  U Dρ 
h=C  ∞ 
D µ 

for a liquid

k  U Dρ 
h = 11
. C  ∞  Pr 0.31
D µ 

n

where:
h
k
D
U∞
ρ
µ
Pr
Cp
C
n

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
cylinder diameter - FT
free stream velocity - FT/HR
fluid density - LB/FT3
viscosity - LB/FT-HR
C µ
Prandtl number = P
dimensionless
k
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
empirical constant determined from Table 2-3 as a function of Reynolds number
(Re = U ∞ ρD / µ )
empirical exponent determined from Table 2-3 as a function of Reynolds
number (Re = U ∞ ρD / µ )

ReD

C

n

0.4 - 4
4 - 40
40 - 4000
4000 - 40000
40000 - 400000

0.891
0.821
0.615
0.174
0.0239

0.330
0.385
0.466
0.618
0.805

Table 2-3 Empirical Constants for Laminar Flow Over a Cylinder

Turbulence induced in the air upstream of the cylinder may increase h by as much as 50 percent.

2.2.2.4.6 Forced Convection Over Spheres
Empirical relationships for average value heat transfer coefficients for flow over spheres are given for gasses
and liquid as outlined in the following steps:
1) Calculate Reynolds number,

Re = U ∞ ρD / µ

where:
U
ρ
D
µ

free stream velocity - FT/HR
fluid density - LB/FT3
sphere diameter - FT
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

2) For a gas where (1 < Re < 25) use step 3
For a gas where (25 < Re < 100000) use step 4
For a liquid where (1 < Re < 2000) use step 5
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3) Gas where 1 < Re < 25

 2.2 0.48 
h = CpU ∞ ρ ∞ 
+

 Re Re 0.5 
where:
h
k
U∞
ρ
Pr
Cp
Re

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
free stream velocity - FT/HR
free stream density - LB/FT3
C µ
Prandtl number = P
dimensionless
k
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
Reynolds number from step 1 - dimensionless

4) Gas where 25 < Re < 100,000

k  U ρ D
h = 0.37  ∞ ∞ 
D µ 

0 .6

where:
h
k
ρ
D
U∞

ρ∞

µ

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
fluid density - LB/FT3
sphere diameter - FT
free stream velocity - FT/HR
free stream density - LB/FT3
viscosity - LB/FT-HR

5) Liquid where 1 < Re < 2000
0.5
 U ∞ ρ∞ D  
k Pr 0.7 
0.97 + 0.68
h=
 
D 
 µ  

where:
h
k
Pr
Cp
µ
D
U∞

ρ∞

convective heat transfer coefficient - BTU/HR-FT2-°F
thermal conductivity - BTU/HR-FT-°F
C µ
Prandtl number = P - dimensionless
k
Specific heat - BTU/LB-°F
viscosity - LB/FT-HR
sphere diameter - FT
free stream velocity - FT/HR
free stream density - LB/FT3

2.2.2.5 Computational Methods - Radiation Conductors
Most thermal analyzer computer programs linearize the radiation term prior to performing the heat balance at
each time step. This operation simply amounts to factoring (Ti4 - Tj4) into the following components (Ti3 +
25

Ti Tj2 + Ti2 Tj + Tj3)(Ti - Tj), the term (Ti3 + Ti Tj2 + Ti2 Tj + Tj3) is evaluated by the computer each time
pass, using the current values of Ti and Tj. This quantity is then multiplied by the input value of the radiation
conductor thus reducing the radiation equation to a linear form. The thermal engineer need only be concerned
with the input value of the radiation conductor which takes the following form:

G = σεFi − j A i
for radiation to a black body
G = σεF i − jA i far radiation between grey surfaces
where:
G

σ
ε
Fi-j
Ai
Fj-j

= input value for radiation conductors - BTU/HR-°R4
= Stephan-Boltzmann constant = 0.1713x10-8 - BTU/HR-FT2-°R4
= emittance - dimensionless
= geometric configuration factor from surface i to surface j - dimensionless
= area of surface i - FT2
= grey body radiation factor - dimensionless

The emittance, s, is a measure of how well a body can radiate energy as compared with a black body.
Emittance is the ratio of the total emissive power of a real surface at temperature T to the total emissive
power of a black surface at the same temperature. The emittances of various surfaces are a function of the
material, surface condition, and temperature of a body. The surface of a body, and therefore the emittance,
may be altered by polishing, roughing, painting, etc. The values of ε for most common materials and surface
conditions have been measured at various temperatures and are presented in tables or graphs in many
reference manuals. It is left to the engineer to determine the value of emittance to be used and whether the
variation of ε, with temperature is significant over the temperature range expected for the surface.
The geometric shape (configuration) factor from surface i to surface j, Fi-j, is the fraction of total radiated
energy from surface i which is directly incident on surface j, assuming surface i to be emitting energy
diffusely. Fj,i would be the fraction of total radiant energy from surface j which is intercepted by surface i.
The configuration factors for finite regions of diffuse areas are related by:
Ai Fi-j = AjFj-i
The configuration factor, Fi-j is a function of the geometry of the system only. Several computer programs
have been developed to compute the shape factors between surfaces with complex geometries [i.e.
NASTRAN]; however, form factors between some surfaces with simple geometries can be hand computed.
Figures 2.22 through 2.38 present configuration factors for various simple geometries. [These figures can be
found in NACA Report No TN-4836, by D.C. Hamilton and W.R. Morgan.] The use of these Figures and
configuration factor algebra will allow the engineer to determine form factors for many simple radiation
problems.
The following examples of configuration factor algebra should be helpful:
A1F1-3 = A3F3-1
A1F1-34 = A1F1-3 + A1F1-4
A12F12-34 = A1F1-34 + A2F2-34
A12F12-34 = A1F1-3 + A1F1-4 + A2F2-3 + A2F2-4
A1F1-4 = A3F3-2 (symmetrically positioned)
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The gray-body shape factor (Script F) Fi-j , is the product of the geometric shape factor F. and a factor which
allows for the departure of the surface from black body conditions. For radiation enclosures, the Fi-j factors
are generally evaluated with a computer program. The input for the program being the AiFi-j values for every
surface of the enclosure to every other surface and the emittance and area for each surface. Simplified
equations Fi-j exist for two-component gray enclosures.
Parallel flat plates: F1-2 = F2-1 = 1

F

1− 2

=

1
1

1
 +
− 1
 ε1 ε 2


Concentric cylinders of infinite height or concentric spheres: F1-2 = 1, F2-1 ≠ 0

F

1− 2

=

1
 1 A1  1

 +
 − 1 

 ε1 A 2  ε 2

For "non-enclosed" surfaces an effective emittance, εEFF between the surfaces may be used to compute the
gray-body form factor with the following equation:

F

i− j

= ε EFF− i Fi− j

The effective emittance is a function of the emittances of the two surfaces and the configuration factors (F)
between them. The error induced with use of εEFF is the result of neglecting secondary reflections from
surfaces other than the two for which the effective emittance was determined. By reducing Hottel's method for
three flat plate surfaces with emissivities of ε1, ε2, and 1, the following equation can be constructed:

ε EFF =

ε1ε 2
1 − F1− 2 F2 −1 (1 − ε 1 )(1 − ε 2 )

2.2.2.6 Computational Methods - Mass Flow Conductors
The use of a mass flow conductor in a thermal network is a convenient method of accounting for the transfer
of energy from one point to another due to the actual movement (flow) of a fluid from one point to another.
Mass flow conductors are computed from the equation:

! p
G = wC
Where:

!
w
Cp

= the mass flow rate of the fluid - LB/HR
= fluid specific heat - BTU/LB-°F

! ) is related to the fluid velocity by the expression:
The mass flow rate ( w
! = ρAU
w
Where:
A
U

= the cross sectional area through which the fluid flows - FT2
= the fluid velocity - FT/HR
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ρ

= the fluid density - LB/FT3

The thermophysical properties Cp and ρ should be evaluated at the bulk temperature of the fluid.
The mass flow conductor which is in addition to any other mode of heat transfer simply accounts for the
internal energy term of a mass moving from one location to another.
2.2.3 Energy Sources or Sinks
2.2.3.1 Concepts
Energy sources or sinks, Q, are modeling elements which allow the impression of positive or negative heating
rates on the nodes of a thermal network independent of conductor paths to the node.
2.2.3.2 Types of Heat Sources or Sinks
Common engineering applications of heat sources in thermal models are:
• Solar and Planetary Heating
• Aerodynamic Heating
• Avionic Coldplate Heat Loads
• Change of State Latent Energy Thermal Control Heaters
Common application for heat sinks are:
• Change of State Latent Energy
• Radiator Heat Rejection
• Aerodynamic Cooling
2.2.3.3 Computational Considerations - Sources or Sinks
Heating rates may be impressed on diffusion (finite capacitance) or arithmetic (zero capacitance) nodes. Most
thermal analyzers provide a separate entry block for entering heating or cooling rates. For example,
the SINDA [and TAK] computer program uses the SOURCE DATA BLOCK for such entries. In the usual
case, heating rates are not considered when computing the time steps for transient analysis, and large heating
rates on low capacitance nodes may create instability in the network solution. Also the impression of large
heat sources on arithmetic nodes with radiation (nonlinear) conductors attached often causes large erroneous
temperature oscillations in the arithmetic and adjoining nodes. Both of these difficulties can be avoided with
the use of the program control constants incorporated in most thermal network analyzers. These control
constants are the time step multiplication factor and the maximum temperature change allowed.
2.3 Network Solutions [not included]
2.4 Modeling Parameters
The solutions to the heat transfer equation developed in the preceding sections required that continuous
variables be quantized. Spatial variables were quantized through the artifices of nodes and conductors, and
time was quantized into "time steps" of size ∆t. By assuming, for the sake of discussion, that all nodes are
cubical, with side ∆x, then this ∆x can be used as a general spatial quantum, and it can be related to the time
quantum, ∆t. For example, the forward differencing stability criterion, τ, (and therefore the maximum time
step) is related to ∆x as shown in equation :

∆X 2
= τ = ∆t MAX
mα
•
•
•

one dimensional: m = 2
two dimensional: m = 4
three dimensional : m = 6
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Since the finite differencing solution approaches the exact solution as ∆x and at approach zero, it is logical to
ask if anything imposes a minimum on these values. The answer is yes: cost and computer core memory
space. Clearly, the latter constraint restricts ∆x to an explicit nonzero minimum. That is, a small ∆x means a
large number of nodes and conductors, and the computer's memory must contain enough space to hold all of
the parameters (capacitance, temperature, conductance, etc.) associated with these modeling elements. In
addition to using much more computer time for analyses, a large model also costs more to develop than a
small one.
The time step can be chosen as small as desired with a consequent increase in the computer run time required
for analysis. The relationship between run time and time step size is linear for forward differencing because
exactly one "iteration" is required for each time step. For implicit methods, however, the relationship is not as
predictable, because the number of iterations is controlled by the convergence criteria, N and δ. In addition,
the greater the number of iterations, and the greater the number of nodes processed during each iteration, then
the greater will be the susceptibility of the answers to computer round-off error.
Looking at the problem from the other direction, ∆x may also be chosen large enough to include the entire
thermal system in one node. The time step, however, at least for forward differencing, is limited in size to the
CSGMIN. This limit is not imposed on the implicit solution techniques, although a damped oscillatory
response may result when ∆t is too large. Since such an oscillating response can be critically damped by using
the damping factor, ξ, there is no definitive equation for the maximum at that may be used successfully with
implicit solutions. To further complicate this understanding, there is no definitive equation for the value
of ξ which will yield the most effective damping, although a value of 0.5 has been routinely used with good
results.
To summarize, the thermal math modeler is faced with the task of designing a model and selecting a solution
technique which will yield good, stable answers for the least cost. To do this, the modeler must choose values
for the following parameters:
∆x − node size
∆t - time step
N - iterations
δ - convergence criterion
ξ - damping factor
Forward differencing, which does not require N, δ, or ξ, and which defines at least the maximum ∆t, is often
chosen as the solution technique simply because it reduces the number of parameters which must be juggled
about. In the hopes of leading to a more logical rationale for selecting model and solution parameters, a case
study using various methods is presented in Section 3.0.

3. Operational Parameter Relationships [not included]
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